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W H I T E  W I N E S

APERITOS, CAVIROS WINERY
SAVATIANO, RODITIS, ASSYRTIKO | THIVA - VIOTIA

Delicate aromas of citrus, apricot, and peach.

Crispy acidity, light body with long aftertaste.

CAVIROS, CAVIROS WINERY
MOSCHOFILERO | THIVA - VIOTIA

Intense floral aromas, citrus zest, lychee and rose petals.

Rich and fruity on the palate, with a long aromatic aftertaste.

METAXARI, METAXARI WINERY
ASSYRTIKO, VIDIANO | HERAKLION, CRETE 

Rich aromas of apricot, green apple, honey, sweet quince.

Round mouth in balance with acidity, very long aftertaste.

SENSES, PARASKEVAS WINERY
MALAGOUZIA, MOSCHATO SPINAS | HERAKLION, CRETE

Altitude, Slopy, Limestone Soil, semi mountainous

with great natural drainage. Oriented South and West.

SAUVIGNON BLANC, VORIZANAKI WINERY
SAUVIGNON BLANC | HERAKLION, CRETE

Light colored wine with greenish highlights, especially aromatic and fruity.

It comes from our vineyards in the area of Dafnes at an altitude of 370 meters. 

AMELITI, PNEVMATIKAKIS WINERY
ASSYRTIKO | CHANIA CRETE

Delicate wine with aromas of orange, grapefruit and honey

with elegance and intense acidity.

VYNOS, PNEVMATIKAKIS WINERY
VIDIANO | CHANIA CRETE

Wine with complex aromas of chamomile, ripe apricot, and bergamot.

A wine with volume and personality.  

MALAGOUZIA, BLANAS WINERY
MALAGOUZIA | THIVA, EVIA 

Wines with a medium pale yellow-green color and a very intense,

highly expressive nose, with hints of peach, green pepper, herbs and flowers.

In the mouth, the wine is round, full, fresh with moderately with high alcohol levels.

MIKROS AGGELOS, VORIZANAKI WINERY
THRAPSATHIRI, VIDIANO | HERAKLION, CRETE

Cretan varieties of grapes give aromas of apricot and exotic fruits.

Wonderful balance to the taste, with good structure and aftertaste. 



ORAMA, FRAGIOUDAKIS WINERY 
VIDIANO | HERAKLION CRETE

The distinct aromas of the Cretan land, the smooth body

and the very good aftertaste are its main characteristics

ARCHOS, PARASKEVAS WINERY
VIDIANO, MOSCHATO SPINAS | HERAKLION CRETE

Slopy,Limestone Soil,Semimountaneous with great natural drainage.

Oriented South and West.

MANTINEIA, TSELEPOU WINERY
MOSCHOFILERO | PELOPONNESE, GREECE

Wine with excellent freshness and intense acidity. Delicate aromas of great intensity, 

mainly from citrus fruits and lemon blossoms.They are complemented by the 

characteristic rose aromas that Moschofilero highlights.

Clean mouth with a pronounced aftertaste.

R O S E  W I N E S

CAVIROS, CAVIROS WINERY
MOSCHOFILERO | THIVA VIOTIA

Floral aromas of rose petals, citrus fruits, and hints of red fruits, strawberries

and cherries. Rich and fruity on the palate, with a long aromatic aftertaste.

APERITOS, CAVIROS WINERY
GRENACHE | THIVA,VIOTIA

Intense aromas of strawberries, cherries, and raspberries. Freshness in the mouth feel

with intense cherry flavors, balanced acidity, and pleasant aftertaste.

ARCHOS, PARASKEVAS WINERY
LIATIKO, MOSCHATO SPINAS | HERAKLION, CRETE

Separate fermentation for Liatiko and Muscat of Spina.

Premium selection of fully matured Liatiko grapes.

ASPROS LOFOS, PARASKEVAS WINERY
MADILARI | HERAKLION CRETE

Plati perama Krousona,8 acres of vines, oriented east, clay soil

and high levels of natural drainage.

METAXARI, METAXARI WINERY
 KOTSIFALI | HERAKLION CRETE

Beautiful rosé with playful aromas of spring fruits, round and balanced mouth.                             



FILIOMA, MALAMATINA WINERY
MERLOT | THESSALONIKI, GREECE 

Its bright rose color and retains enjoyment after each sip.

KISSING rosé, a varietal wine made from 100% Merlot, combines aromas of fresh 

red fruits, delicate notes of rose and botanical notes of mint, while its rich body is 

highlighted by a delightfully crisp acidity beautiful rosé

with playful aromas of spring fruits, round and balanced mouth.

OREINOS ILIOS, KTIMA SEMELI ESTATE 
AGIORGITIKO | NEMEA, GREECE

Bright cherry-red color. Good intensity on the nose with aromas of ripe, sweet 

fruit, strawberry, cherry and milk chocolate. On the palate it displays just a hint of 

sweetness, a noted acidity which gives freshness and concentrated cherry flavor.

MIKROS AGGELOS, VORIZANAKI WINERY
LIATIKO SYRAH | HERAKLION, CRETE

A rosé wine that excites with the richness of its aromas,

but also its rich fresh and cool taste!  

KAPETANISSA, AMARGIOTAKIS WINERY
MOSCHATO SPINAS, LIATIKO | HERAKLION, CRETE

Moschato Spinas – Liatiko Bright pink color a wine filled with floral aromas

and notes of exotic fruits while in the mouth follows an ideal balance

of freshness and sweetness with a long fruity aftertaste.
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ORINOS HELIOS, SEMELI ESTATE
SYRAH, AGHIORGITIKO | NEMEA, GREECE

The popular and versatile Aghiorgitiko, with plum and cherry aromas

and the international well-known Syrah, with intense spicy and blackberry character.

APERITOS, CAVIROS WINERY
AGIORGITIKO | THIVA VIOTIA 

Aromas of forest fruits, herbs, and sweet spices.

Fruity mouth feel, full bodied with velvety tannins and long aftertaste. 

CAVIROS, CAVIROS WINERY
AGIORGITIKO, MERLOT ORIGIN | THIVA VIOTIA

Deep red cherry colour with dense aromas of black forest fruit, sweet spices

and chocolate. Ripe and full mouth feel with smooth tannins

and dried fruit and blackcurrant aftertaste.

 



ALOVITOS, PNEVMATIKAKI WINERY
KOTSIFALI | CHANIA CRETE 

Rich aromas of ripe red fruits and the aftertaste

of the oak barrel give us a well-shaped wine.

SIGNATURE, PNEVMATIKAKI WINERY
SYRAH, KOTSIFALI | CHANIA CRETE

The colour is deep red and the aromas and taste are reminiscent

of fruit while its peppery notes are also noticeable.

MELISOKIPOS, PATERIANAKIS WINERY
KOTSIFALI, MANDILARI | HERAKLION CRETE

Deep cherry red with some terracotta hues.

A spicy taste, with soft tannins and a sense of vanilla.

EGOMION, PNEVMATIKAKIS WINERY
CABERNET SAUVIGNON | CHANIA CRETE     

A wine with deep ruby color and taste of red fruits.                                                                                                              

 

MIKROS AGGELOS, VORIZANAKI WINERY
CABERNET SAUVIGNON | HERAKLION CRETE

Dry with aromas of black fruits, cedar and spices and is characterized by its dense, 

almost impermeable purple color. In the mouth it is dense in structure and robust, 

with tight tannins and high acidity. 

M E D I U M  S W E E T  W I N E S

KERASMA WHITE, PARASKEVAS WINERY
THRAPSATHIRI, VIDIANO | HERAKLION CRETE

The treat is a semi-sweet white wine from the Vidiano and Thrapsathiri varieties.

KERASMA RED, PARASKEVAS WINERY
MANDILARI, LIATIKO | HERAKLION CRETE

The treat is a semi-sweet red wine from the varieties Mandilari and Liatiko.



D E S S E R T  W I N E S

MAVRODAPHNE, PATRAS WINERY
MAVRODAPHNE | PATRA, GREECE

Lovely aromas of raisins and plums. Rich, dried fruit flavorswith good acidity

that balances this sweet wine. Long finish with a rich fruit that lingers

SAMOS VIN DOUX, SAMOS WINERY
MOSCHATO | SAMOS ISLAND

Easy on the eyes with an attractive nose, it has a light golden color.

The nose is dominated by aromas of apricot jam and mature melon expressing in

a very fresh way the character of the Muscat grape, holding on to its primary aromas.

S PA R K L I N G  W I N E S

SPARKLING WINE WHITE BRUT                                                                        

SPARKLING WINE ROSE BRUT
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